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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, KAMRUP (M) 

G.R CASE 3018 of 2013 

U/S 498-A of IPC 

STATE 

V 

                       MOUSOOM BORA………….ACCUSED 

 

PRESENT: - SUNDEEP KASHYAP DAS, A.J.S 

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, KAMRUP (M) 

 

FOR THE PROSECUTION:  

Smti JITUMONI TAMULI 

                                ….ASSISTANT PUBLIC PROSECUTOR FOR THE STATE 

FOR THE DEFENCE 

SIMANTA DEKA 

                                                               …….ADVOCATE FOR THE ACCUSED 

 

 

EVIIDENCE RECORDED ON: - 28.11.2016, 24.04.2017, 28.07.2017, 

29.08.2017 

ARGUMENTS HEARD ON: - 10.10.2017 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: -17.11.2017 
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JUDGMENT 

BRIEF FACTS OF PROSECUTION’S CASE 

 

1. On 26.03.2013, the informant, Smti SABITRI TAMULY lodged an F.I.R 

stating inter alia that she solemnised her marriage with the accused, Sri 

MOUSOOM BORA on 04.12.2011. But, after her marriage, the accused 

started inflicting torture upon her mentally and physically. Moreover, he 

demanded dowry from her. On 20.03.2013 at about 08:00 p.m., the 

accused slapped her and had driven her out of his house and directed her 

to bring Rs 10, 00, 000/- from her parents. Hence, the informant has filed 

the instant case for taking necessary action.  

 

INVESTIGATION 

 

2. On receipt of ejahar, the police registered a case P.S 67/13. After 

completion of investigation, the police submitted a charge-sheet for the 

offence under section  498-A of Indian Penal Code (hereinafter referred 

to as ‘IPC’) against the accused person namely MOUSOOM BORA 

 

APPEARANCE OF THE ACCUSED 

 

3. The accused was called upon to enter trial and upon his appearance, 

copies of relevant documents were furnished to him u/s 207 CrPC.  

 

CHARGE AGAINST THE ACCUSED 

 

4. Considering the relevant documents and hearing both parties, charge u/s 

498-A of IPC was framed which was which was read over and explained 

to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 
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WITNESSES EXAMINED and DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED 

 

5. The prosecution examined 5 (five) no of witnesses and exhibited 5 (five) 

no of documents. 

 

EXAMINATION OF THE ACCUSED 

 

6. The accused has been examined u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. All the incriminating 

materials found are put to him. Plea of the accused is of total denial. 

Defence adduced no evidence.  

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

 

Whether the accused, Sri MOUSOOM BORA being the husband of 

the informant Smti SABITRI TAMULI subjected her to cruelty to 

wit a wilful conduct which was of such a nature as is likely to 

drive the woman to commit suicide or to cause grave injury or 

danger to life, limb or health (whether mental or physical) of 

her; or harassed her with a view to coercing her or any person 

related to her meet any unlawful demand for any property or 

valuable security on account of failure by her or by any person 

related to her to meet such demand and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s 498-A of IPC? 
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DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF 

 

EVIDENCE FOR PROSECUTION 

 

MARRIAGE 

 

7. P.W.1, Smti SABITRI TAMULI has deposed that she has solemnised her 

marriage with the accused on December 4, 2011. P.W.2, Smti CHAMPA 

TAMULI has deposed that her daughter solemnised her marriage with 

the accused on December 3, 2011. The remaining witnesses did not state 

specifically about the date of marriage. Nevertheless, they have accepted 

the fact that informant and accused are husband & wife. Moreover, 

defence never disputed the fact of marriage; therefore, it is an 

established fact that informant and accused are husband & wife.  

 

INITIAL LIFE AFTER MARRIAGE 

 

8. P.W.1 has deposed that for the first two-three months everything was 

good in her marital life.  

 

UNLAWFUL DEMAND 

 

9. P.W.1 has deposed that the accused demanded her television, 

refrigerator, washing machine etc. Due to loss in his business, the 

accused demand money from her father.  

 

CRUELTY BY HUSBAND ON THE VICTIM 

 

10. P.W.1 has deposed that the accused kept taunting her on her Stridhan 

articles. P.W.2 has corroborated the same. P.W.1 has deposed that the 

accused torture her mentally and physically. He used to lock her inside 

the house and leave her alone. Moreover, he never let her to eat food. He 

used to get drunk and assault her physically. P.W.2 has corroborated the 

same.  
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INCIDENT dated JUNE 15, 2012 

 

11. P.W.1 has stated that on the aforementioned date, the accused had 

brought her to her parents’ house and threatened to file divorce if she 

failed to give him Rs 10, 00, 000/- (Ten lakh rupees) only. P.W.2 has 

corroborated the same. However, she remained silent regarding the 

demand made by the accused.  

 

INCIDENT dated OCTOBER 3, 2012 

 

12. P.W.1 has stated that the accused came along with his parents to settle 

the disputes and accordingly took her to her matrimonial house at 

JORHAT. But, the accused continued torturing her. P.W.2 has 

corroborated the same.  

 

INCIDENT dated MARCH 24, 2013 

 

13. P.W.1 has stated that on the aforementioned date, the accused tortured 

her badly after getting drunk and threatened to bring Rs 10, 00, 000/- as 

demanded earlier. P.W.2 has corroborated the same.  

 

MATRIMONIAL HOUSE-LEFT BY VICTIM 

 

14. P.W.1 has stated that she left her matrimonial house. But, the accused 

continued threatening her in her house as well as her parents. P.W.2 has 

corroborated the same. P.W.2 added that the accused use to pour alcohol 

on the face of her daughter.  

 

MANNER OF INVESTIGATION 

 

15. P.W.5, Smti PALLAVI SAIKIA has deposed that on March 26, 2013, the 

then Officer in charge of All Women Police Station endorsed her to carry 

out the investigation. She has recorded the statement of the informant 
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cum victim at police station. She has also recorded the statement of other 

witnesses. The informant cum victim did not conduct her medical 

examination. On March 27, 2013, she visited the place of occurrence at 

Gorchuk and prepared the sketch map. However, she could not find the 

accused. On April 5, 2013, the accused appeared at police station. On 

April 8, 2013, she visited Jorhat. Accordingly, she prepared the sketch 

map. She has recorded the statement of nearby witnesses. She has 

stated that she did not find any materials against the accused. However, 

considering the fact that the informant and the accused are husband & 

wife, so there may be mental torture inflicted upon the informant cum 

victim. As such, she submitted chargesheet against the accused u/s 498-A 

of IPC. 

 

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 

 

16. Cruelty as defined in Section 498-A of IPC means- 

 

A. any wilful conduct which is of such a nature as is likely to drive the 

woman to commit suicide or to cause grave injury or danger to life, limb 

or health (whether mental or physical) of the woman; or  

 

B.  harassment of the woman where such harassment is with a view to 

coercing her or any person related to her to meet any unlawful demand 

for any property or valuable security or is on account of failure by her or 

any person related to her to meet such demand. 

 

 

17. The definition of cruelty, provided in the Explanation, as reproduced 

above, is replete with the idea of a continuous and wilful conduct on the 

part of the husband or his relative towards the wife. The offence 

conceived of is not a single episode but a series of episodes of violent 

nature which is likely to result in the following consequences 
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A. to drive the woman to commit suicide or 

B. to cause grave injury or danger to life, limb or health (whether mental 

or physical) of the woman 

 

18. Thus, the situation, created by conduct of the accused, must be such 

which the accused knows that it would drive the wife to commit suicide or 

would cause grave injury or danger to life, limb or health.  

 

19. The injury or danger to health has been qualified by the words mental 

and physical. The word ‘likely’ appearing in clause (a) conveys the idea 

that accused has knowledge that his conduct would result in the 

consequences envisaged in clause (a). 

 

20. The second clause speaks of harassment to a wife. The word harassment, 

I believe, has been used in its common dictionary meaning whereby a 

wife is continuously tormented with demands of dowry, irrespective of the 

fact whether such unlawful demand is accompanied by any physical 

torture.  

 

21. Thus, it would be seen that if the prosecution seeks to prove a charge for 

the offence u/s 498A IPC, it is required to prove either of the 

circumstances envisaged in clause (a) or (b). It may be noted here that 

proof of cruelty would be satisfied by proving either of the circumstances 

in clause (a) or (b).  

 

22. Now, since the offence contemplated u/s 498A IPC is of continuous 

nature it becomes necessary the incorporate the entire evidence tendered 

by the material witness, the complainant, so that a clear picture surfaces 

on record as to whether ingredients of the offence has been made out. 

 

23. First of all, marriage is an admitted fact. Both the informant and accused 

are wife & husband. Defence never denied the factum of marriage. P.W.1 

has described the manner in which she was tortured where the accused 
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used to assault her after getting drunk, lock her inside the house and 

never let her to eat food. I am of the opinion that assaulting someone, 

confining someone to a room and not providing food to someone are 

form of mental harassment. Such acts are sufficient to harass a person. 

These facts are corroborated by her mother (P.W.2). Question arises 

when such incident took place? Prosecution has been silent on this 

aspect. The description of such acts on the part of the accused is more 

kind of a generalised statement from the mouth of the victim. Moreover, 

P.W.2 never stated as to how she came to know about such incidents. 

Being the mother of the victim, it is presumed that her daughter might 

have shared such incidents. During, cross-examination, P.W.1 stated that 

she did not share the incidents of torture to her parents except the fact 

that she was not having a good time to stay in her matrimonial house. 

Later on, she stated that she shared about the infliction of torture upon 

her to her immediate family. I wonder why she was not consistent in her 

statement. It is not clear as to how P.W.2 came to know about the 

incident. 

 

24. On perusal of Ext-1, the victim has alleged that her in laws made unlawful 

demand. But, during the course of investigation, no materials were found 

against them. Accordingly, they were not sent up for trial. Therefore, it 

creates a doubt as to whether her in laws made such demand from her.  

 

25. The victim has corroborated the facts stated in the F.I.R regarding the 

incident dated June 15, 2012. During evidence, she stated that the 

accused demanded Rs 10, 00, 000/- from her father else he would file 

divorce. The said fact was missing in her F.I.R. Yes, I agree that F.I.R is 

not encyclopaedia to contain every minute detail. Nevertheless, it is 

material omission on the part of the prosecution. Since, the accused 

brought the victim to her parental house at Guwahati, therefore, P.W.2 

was present. As such, she corroborated that incident dated June 15, 

2012. But, inspite of her presence, she did not even utter a single word 

that on the said date, the accused demanded Rs 10, 00, 000/- from them. 
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The said fact was missing in the F.I.R too. Therefore, it appears that the 

victim added this specific fact at the time of her evidence.  

 

26. Since the inception of her marriage till she was kept in her parental 

house, the victim alleged to have passed through several phase of 

torture. However, it is interesting to note that she as well as her family 

members never approached the police to report such incidents. Had the 

incidents presumed to be true then it appears that these are serious acts 

of harassment and the only remedy could have been to report the police 

to redress the grievance. But, victim did not take any such step. Yes, in 

most marriages, the aggrieved always try to settle such disputes and so 

they never deem it fit to approach law enforcement mechanism to check 

the crime. As such women have notion that it would dissolve their 

marriage. Had this be the reason then victim should have stated it. But, I 

did not find the same either in the F.I.R or in her evidence.  

 

27. Prosecution alleged that accused approached the victim to resolve the 

marital disputes and taken the victim back to her matrimonial house to 

Jorhat. But, he continued torturing her. The victim could have approached 

the police to report the incidents. But, she did not take any such steps in 

this regard for the reasons best known to her. 

 

28. P.W.2 has deposed that the accused used to pure alcohol on the face of 

the victim. But, the said fact has not been corroborated by the victim 

herself. Even though she stated that the accused frequently comes to her 

house and kept threatening her family members but during cross-

examination, she admitted that she did not state the same to police. 

 

 

29.  I do agree that such incidents often taken place within the four walls of a 

home, therefore, independent witnesses are quite difficult to secure. 

Nevertheless, the prosecution must comply with the standard of proof set 

by criminal jurisprudence, i.e. proof beyond reasonable doubt. As such, 
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prosecution has examined two independent witnesses namely Smti 

MADHUKUMARI TAMULARI as P.W.3 and REKHA KALITA as P.W.4.  The 

former stated that both the victim and accused lived peacefully and she 

never found any incident of torture between them. The latter also stated 

that she never witnessed any incident of torture against the victim. She 

added that since she is the neighbour, therefore, any incident of torture 

would not have gone unnoticed. Interestingly, I.O has submitted that she 

did not find any materials against the accused. She has submitted 

chargesheet against the accused merely because of the fact that being 

husband and wife, there might be elements of mental torture committed 

upon the victim. 

 

30.  Here, the victim is the star witness and her evidence must inspire 

confidence. But, the same is lacking in the prosecution case to a great 

extent. There is nothing on record to suggest that victim was subject to 

cruelty to fulfil the criteria as laid down in the two explanations of Section 

498-A of IPC.  

 

DECISION: - The point is decided in negative and goes in favour 

of the accused 
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ORDER 

In view of the discussions made above and the decisions reached in the 

foregoing points for determination, it is held that the prosecution has failed 

to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused person MOUSOOM 

BORA have committed the offence under section 498-A of IPC as alleged 

and as such the accused person is acquitted of the charges under section 

498-A of IPC on benefit of doubt and he be set at liberty forthwith. 

The bail bond of the accused shall remain in force for another six months 

from today. 

This judgment is given under my hand and seal of this court on this 18th 

day of NOVEMBER, 2017 

The case is disposed of on contest. 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                             

SUNDEEP KASHYAP DAS 

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS 

KAMRUP (M) 
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESS 

PW1- Smti SABITRI TAMULI 

PW2- Smti CHAMPA TAMULI 

PW3-Smti MADHU KUMARI TAMULARI 

PW4-Smti REKHA TAMULI 

PW5- PALLAVI SAIKIA 

LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESS 

DW- NONE 

LIST OF PROSECUTION EXHIBITS/DOCUMENTS 

EXT-1- EJAHAR 

EXT-2-PRINTED FORM OF F.I.R 

EXT-3-SKETCH MAP 

EXT-4-SKETCH MAP 

EXT-5-CHARGESHEET 

LIST OF DEFENCE EXHIBITS/DOCUMENTS 

NONE                                                                                  

 

 

                                                                            SUNDEEP KASHYAP DAS 

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS 

KAMRUP (M) 

 


